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Abstract: The problem of focusing only on the efficiency of an ICTs’ digital convergence in technology-
oriented smart city construction has been raised. To address this problem, Plan Smart City Com-
prehensive Plan is in progress, excluding play spaces in public spaces where the city and users
communicate directly or indirectly. In addition, when looking at Christopher Alexander’s 253 pattern
languages, which many scholars and experts consider as a study guide for urban planning projects,
there is no design alternative for ICTs’ digital convergence for future smart cities. Therefore, in
this study, we propose a 4th plan model for ICTs’ future smart city development regarding digital
technology and a place-oriented digilog strategic plan. This model proposal is applied to an actual
project where the user and the space can interact based on the user’s behavior analysis using the
keywords of participation, sharing, and cooperation in the public play space. This study aims to
verify the rational method of the ICTs’ smart city Future 4th plan model alternative. There is a
strategic plan for ICTs’ participatory media user interaction in a public play space in which: 1. the
way people behave in the space; 2. the way people interact with the space; 3. the way people accept
the actions of others for entertainment and enjoyment. This study can contribute as a strategic plan
for ICTs’ participatory media-user interaction in a public play space; it can contribute to the rational
design of the presentation of digilog strategic planning.

Keywords: public play space; Christopher Alexander’s A pattern language; media-interactive;
human touch; smart city

1. Introduction

At this point in the AI era, the direction of the development of the entire global village
to digitalize generational change is already in full swing. In almost every industry, the
pace of digital transformation has accelerated at an unprecedented rate [1]. However, this
change does not foreshadow the disappearance of analog. Instead, analog is expected
to coexist or converge with digital, while developing into digital convergence. However,
although new alternatives are being proposed for the construction of future smart cities
in countries around the world, most of the future urban planning proposals are solutions
to urban problems in which only hardware aspects are considered. This is because it is a
digital convergence service in which only ICTs, such as construction, transportation, safety,
and the environment, are grafted. In addition, reckless digital services do not harmonize
with the surrounding environment and become visual pollution that worsens the aesthetics
of the city. Currently, the architectural façade is a large media screen function, and its main
role is to deliver visual information. The entire exterior wall of a building was strategized
with LED mapping digital technology, media art, and commercial advertising panels. This
idea focuses only on the efficiency of ICTs’ digital convergence and raises the issue of
technology-oriented smart city construction so that it can become a center of openness,
participation, sharing, and cooperation, along with being technology-oriented [2]. It is time
to study ICTs’ future smart city model in regards to public space and its users.
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However, in the current Korean smart city comprehensive plan, plans for public spaces,
which are communication media for users, are excluded. Additionally, most of Alexander
Christopher’s previous studies, to which urban planning researchers looked as the criteria
for urban design guidelines, found a rational basis for the theory through physical network
analysis that hardware for buildings and facilities uses pattern language. This research
revealed that in Alexander Christopher’s pattern language, there was no guiding plan for
the media public play space, which is the standard for future smart city plans in regards
to public space and design guidelines; the proposed public entertainment space plan is
differentiated from previous studies by the presentation of an actual project plan.

Particularly, based on Alexander Christopher’s design guidelines for pattern language,
this study analyzes the utility of public spaces where users can directly or indirectly
communicate in existing public spaces. At this time, we find a rational connection between
the public play space of the media, which is not presented in Alexander Christopher’s
design guidelines for pattern language. Through this connection, the future smart city
comprehensive plan, based on analyzing the user’s space behavior in which ICTs’ digital
convergence is grafted into the existing public space, we propose a plan for the public play
space [2]. This suggests the rationality of the research model by planning and producing
ICTs’ digital convergence media content that enhances communication between cities and
humans through the combination of digital technology and human touch, by actual project
planning and production in urban regeneration public spaces. This is a place of idleness
(communication), where ICTs’ futuristic smart city leads users to natural participation in the
public play space (openness). In addition, by proposing a participatory, interactive media
medium through which city residents can form a partnership (cooperation), we intend to
present study on the place of communication in a public play space. In many aspects, this
study aims to investigate the effects of the explanation derived from the problem of the
technology center of a smart city—it proposes the ICTs’ future smart city 4th plan model
for the place-oriented digilog strategic plan.

2. Media City of Public Space and Spatiality of Play Space
2.1. Christopher Alexander’s Notion

Christopher Alexander (A Pattern Language, Oxford University Press, 1977, and The
Timeless Way of Building, Oxford University Press, 1979) found that architectural design
patterns were derived in 253 steps as a methodology for environmental factors related to
human behavior. This design pattern analyzes and reviews the form of language used
in architecture and urban planning [3] and presents the meaning of the design formative
language as a guide for design theory to create a building or city. This is primarily divided
into three categories in the language pattern, consisting of 94 cities, 109 architectures, and
50 small-scale sub-structure networks, considering the interconnection of detailed patterns
for each hierarchy. The pattern association of this network structure is a category index type
language, and it cannot be used an index pattern language with one complete association.
Because this is comprehensive planning or project planning used during urban planning
(Alexander, 1988), the city and community are contextually defined through experience and
observation [2,4] (Figure 1). Until now, most of the research on pattern language has been
limited to analyzing the characteristics perceived by the eyes of physical indexing facilities,
such as hardware facilities in an urban environment, and revealing the physical formation
index factors [3]. In other words, it is a theoretical sub-structure network of hardware index
pattern language for buildings and facilities divided into three categories. It has been used
as a guide for comprehensive rational urban planning in the existing urban space design
method. This illustrates the point that until the present, many researchers and planners
have used Christopher Alexander’s architectural design patterns as the theory of the value
of samples when studying urban environments and architectural spaces. However, in the
present and future urban spatial planning, which has entered the 4th industrial age, when
looking at the guidelines for the 253 physical index design patterns, the presentation of
spatial media planning needs to be improved.
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Figure 1. A total of 16 out of 253 pattern languages were derived for strengthening communication
between the city and users in public spaces.

2.2. The Spatiality of a Public Play Space with a Pattern Language

The pattern language does not contain the physical and contextual network infras-
tructure elements that create voluntary participation in the urban planning of the public
space as analog urban planning, which is traditional urban planning. In other words,
there are physical planning hardware guidelines but no infrastructure software elements in
which users can participate. First, the interrelationship between public space and users was
examined as a place-oriented strategy of openness, participation, sharing, and cooperation
for 253 pattern languages based on existing urban planning standards [2]. As a result,
the physical factor for public play space suggested by Christopher Alexander was a street
network centered on private buildings and architectural spaces (Figure 1). This was the
application of pattern language for activating the street environment with a fixed archi-
tectural infrastructure and facilities, excluding physical factors in which users voluntarily
participate. Therefore, it is insufficient to reflect the user’s requirements according to the
spatial characteristics of a pattern language [3]. This phenomenon is a contextual evolution
in which 253 pattern languages did not form the basis for user experience and observation
through the comprehensive or business plan of urban planning [4]. In addition, 16 out of
253 pattern languages were derived from examining the interconnection of cooperation
and joint participation in using the 253 pattern languages, according to the region’s char-
acteristics, to strengthen communication between the city and the users in public spaces
(Figure 1).

In other words, in the current urban spatial planning, the medium of communication
between users and public space is the digital convergence media façade. It has the advan-
tage of being formed so that it can be maintained and communicated. These advantages
include that attachment to a place arises when there is a genuine ability to communicate
within the space [5]. At this time, since how to respond to the form or environment needs
to be clarified, the development of digital convergence media technology plays a role in the
connection of sympathy and understanding of the communication system in public space
planning. The interactive media public space created based on this aspect should show a
new method different from the conventional method used to create the city environment [5].
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In current and future smart city planning, the new method should emphasize the
digital convergence media interaction, which is the subject of direct user participation and
information sharing in ICTs’ convergence, according to urban problem solving and the
quality improvement of the lives of city residents (stated in Washburn and Sindhu, 2010) [2].
However, many smart city projects in Korea are being discussed as a focused issue centered
on construction and user non-participation technology [2]. This focus on the efficiency of
technology and communication between people and various exchanges between people
and things, and things and things, along with the evolution of ICTs’, are intensive tasks
to be dealt with in smart cities in the future. Therefore, as it evolves from a user non-
participation technology-oriented strategy to a user engaged, place-oriented strategy, it is
necessary to define a digilog-participatory media interaction relationship [6]. This should
not be hardware technology-oriented but a software-connected people-centered, urban
network regarding the construction infrastructure to solve urban problems [7] (Figure 2).
At this point, when the digital environment is emphasized in the ICTs’ smart city platform
planned by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport of Korea, the projects in
progress are

1. Smart infrastructure: digital twin, data AI center, smart IoT establishment.
2. Smart service: smart transportation, healthcare, education, energy, environment,

safety, and living (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. ICTs’ smart city platform planned by the Korean Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport.

In this respect, the limitations of the 3rd smart city plan should be considered in the
ICTs’ Future 4th smart city plan, a model to strengthen communication between cities and
humans using 16 pattern languages derived from existing public spaces (Figures 2 and 3).
This is a model plan in which user participation is the subject, and digital convergence
media-interaction is strengthened. As a method for verifying this, a public play space based
on user behavior analysis was established, with user participation-type digital technology
and place-oriented open participation, sharing, and cooperation software keywords in
16 hardware pattern languages (Figure 3). In particular, existing public space and ICTs’
Future 4th Plan in the smart city at the public play space, digilog strategic planning,
should be research models that include digital technology and human touch, which are
communication tools to strengthen user participation (Figure 3).
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2.3. Case Analysis of Media City and Spatiality of Public Play Space

The digilog strategy model for strengthening user participation in public play spaces
is based on ICTs’, and media interaction plays an essential role in media content commu-
nication connecting users and spatial relationships. In the case of the media façade of
Diamond Bridge in Busan, it is an attraction visited by about 1 million tourists during the
fireworks festival every year, which is a representative event, and it is a local place valuable
city that not only highlights the characteristics of the place, but also actively expresses
human activities [8] (Figure 4). Therefore, the characteristic of the urban brand value of
local attractions is a community place that elicits empathy for users and a local place with a
community network that connects users’ lives [9].
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Figure 4. The appearance of Diamond Bridge before the 1993 construction started and the landscape
media facade after the construction started in 2003 at Gwangalli Beach, Busan. (A,B) general life
information media color (2019), (C) BTS concert event period (2022), (D) Fireworks Festival (2018),
(E) Drone Shows (2022), (F) Natural scenery before the construction of the Diamond Bridge.

When comparing the changes in landscape media signs before construction in 1993
and after 2003, the Diamond Bridge was highlighted as an active tourist attraction from the
general landscape facility of Diamond Bridge in 1993 to Diamond Bridge Media in 2003
(Figure 4). Currently, in most coastal and urban landscapes, media facades that provide
image information on landscape facilities and building facades have limitations in their
visual information delivery methods. This is because they only deliver commercial visual
information, not a public space with user participation. Instead of participating in the
delivering the experience that users hope to obtain in a public space, they remain in the
media space and are exposed to the media environment [5,10] (Figure 4). Therefore, the
digilog strategy model should consider participatory media interaction using user devices.
It is not simply a physical architectural appearance, but a media public communication
space that establishes a relationship between the user and the public space. Media commu-
nication that establishes a relationship between the user and the public space should be
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communicated in the public space with feedback regarding the user’s needs through ma-
nipulation and participation (Figures 3 and 5, Table 1). Therefore, for the digital technology
and user participation place-oriented digital log strategy model, we intend to derive an
interactive media model in a public play space to analyze user behavior with the keywords
of open, participation, sharing, and cooperation (Figure 3, Table 1). As the criteria for
model derivation, media interaction spatial type, and media-user interaction techniques,
case analysis was conducted. As a result, as a type criterion, (A) the subjective intention of
the designer or artist is conveyed visually in one direction, and (B) participation is drawn
through interaction with the user [11] (Tables 1 and 2). (A), (B) The two types are divided
into (a) screen, (b) façade, and (c) object media technology expression methods accord-
ing to the physical architecture and object structure. It is the (a) screen, (b) façade, and
(c) object media descriptions that are closely related to the surrounding environment of
the public play space. The surrounding environment greatly influences media technology
expression by light (Tables 1 and 2). Therefore, it is divided into projection mapping
and multi-display (LED) technology as major categories. First of all, depending on the
surrounding environment, projection mapping technology, which is mainly expressed
indoors, is affected by the brightness of light, so it is effective in a dark room ((a) Screen).
On the other hand, multi-display (LED) technology, which is more economical than pro-
jection mapping technology, can be applied both indoors and outdoors, but expresses
excellent colors in an outdoor environment that is less affected by light intensity ((b) Facade,
(c) Object). The user participation method is different regarding (a) screen, (b) façade,
(c) object depending on the media description expression (Tables 1 and 2). How users
engage in entertainment in public spaces varies according to (1) the way people behave in
the space, (2) the way people interact with the space, and (3) the way they accept the actions
of others [12] (Tables 1 and 2). In addition, the correlation between physical architecture
and objects for (A) and (B) and the media technology expression methods (a), (b), and
(c) varies according to how the user has occupied area (Tables 1 and 2). In the future,
the design of public play spaces in ICTs’ Future 4th smart city plan should be interactive,
using existing public spaces. Therefore, digilog strategic planning should be explored as
a solution, based on the results shown in Table 1 showing the criteria for the lack of user
participation in the existing digital media public space.

Table 1. Media interaction space type: (A), (B) Two types of (a) screen, (b) façade, (c) object media
technology expression analyzed according to physical architecture and object structure form.

User Engagement Media Interaction (Open + Engage + Share + Collaborate)

Media-User Interaction Space Type in Public Play Space (Screen + Façade + Object)

(a) Indoor_Screen (b) Outdoor_Facade (c) Outdoor_Object
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Table 2. Case study by type of media-interaction space: media case analysis in a user participatory
public play space.

User Engagement Media Interaction

Media-User
Interaction Space Type Case Study Media-User Interaction

Techniques
User Engagement Media

Interaction

Indoor_Screen
Functional Media,
Symbolism
Media
(media art,
Intormation)

A-1. The Singapore
ArtScience Museum (2017)
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Table 2. Cont.

User Engagement Media Interaction

Media-User
Interaction Space Type Case Study Media-User Interaction

Techniques
User Engagement Media

Interaction

Outdoor_Object
Place Media,
Functional Media
(landmark, public art,
communication,
intormation)

C-1. Crown Foundation,
Millennium Parks in Chicago

(2006)
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• Multi-display (LED)
synchronization

• Multiple displays
(150,000 LEDs)
synchronize the large
composed display.

• It can play a single image
on multiple displays or
independent images on
individual displays.

• The color changes
according to the time
and moisture, and as
citizens directly
manipulate the control
box in front of the
building, the color and
geometric pattern of the
lighting change [15].

In the future, ICTs’ Future 4th Plan is a strategic plan providing opportunities for
citizens and spaces to interact in public play spaces in smart cities, taking into consideration:

1. The way people act in the space;
2. The way people interact with the space;
3. The way other people accept the behavior.

A digilog strategic plan for entertainment and something enjoyable with which to
interact should be presented.

3. The Interaction Model of Media Users in Public Play Spaces

In fact, ICTs’ digital technology is no longer an entity separate from the environment,
but it must be studied as an environmental device that integrates with the environment and
implements human-centered technology [10]. To design a public entertainment space where
various people live; it is crucial to use the interaction of communication so that the content
can grow spontaneously in a cyclical manner, rather than as a one-time occurrence. Various
users play a role in creating the characteristics of urban space while interacting with public
facilities for content providing pleasure and fun in public idle spaces [2]. Therefore, human
touch model research should be proposed to make the characteristics of ICTs’ participatory
in a media public play space, which should complement human contact, rather than
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promote disconnection with humans. Therefore, in order to realize this definition of human
touch, (1) user-centered movement planning with public play spaces and (2) media touch
screens to enhance human communication should be utilized [16] (Figure 5). In order to
effectively implement this, media interactive content is a tool for communication with users,
and it is necessary to include the user’s five senses and emotions, according to the type of
space, in detail. This interactive element of media experience reflects human psychology
and should be cyclical. For human touch cyclical self-reliance, media interaction content
types include four spatial criteria—interactive, responsive, immersive, and sensory—to
satisfy various environmental requirements of public play spaces [2,17]. At this time,
since human touch user feedback and participation induction are essential, (1) how people
behave in space, (2) how people interact with space, and (3) criteria for accepting other
people’s actions according to changes in the user’s five senses can be used to design a
detailed plan. Through this, it is possible to determine communication infrastructure
elements of user behavioral characteristics for entertainment in public play spaces [12,17].
(Tables 1–3, Figures 5 and 6).

Table 3. Media experience type classification [2,12,17]—the communication infrastructure element
for user behavioral characteristics: (1)–(3).

Space and Media Type Element Feature

Interactive Sensation, Action Media users and communities

Responsive Cognition, Behavior
It provides surprising effects
to the user and reacts to the
user’s bodily actions.

Immersive Emotions, Relationships Interactions with content and
information provision

Sensory Sensation, Emotion Inducing emotional changes
that stimulate the five senses
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In parallel, these communication infrastructure elements related to user behavior
characteristics will provide new media services to the digilog strategic planning of the
public play space. In other words, the interactive human touch service can be proposed
as an ICTs’ user-participating media interaction model, providing new entertainment
(Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 6. This example plan shows the ICTs’ Future 4th Plan public play space, splace-oriented
strategy through a project model.

4. Proposal of Application of Media User Interaction Model in Public Play Space
4.1. Propose a Digilog Strategic Plan for Public Play Space

This is a practical model study regarding project planning and production of ICTs’
digital convergence media contents that strengthens communication between cities and
humans by combining digital technology and human touch (Figures 5 and 6). Based
on the user’s behavior analysis, human touch services were derived, and facilities and
systems were designed and contents developed for this purpose. Moreover, it establishes
a communication method for new digital convergence media content between users and
computer systems. In other words, it is proposed that the user interface can be manipulated
through dialogue, reaction, and sensory experience in a natural and intuitive form (Table 3,
Figures 5 and 6). Therefore, as a participatory, interactive media medium in ICTs future-
type public play space, we propose a digilog strategy sample plan for the purpose of
proposing ICTs’ Future 4th Plan public play space, using a place-oriented strategy in for
the smart city.

4.2. Space Analysis of the Proposed Project in Three Pattern Languages

Of the 16 pattern languages, 3 pattern languages were derived—124. Activity Pockets,
125. Stair Seats, and 252. Pools of Light—and spatial planning was based on user behavior
analysis, as shown in Figure 5.

(1) The way people behave in the space;
(2) The way people interact with the space;
(3) The way they accept the actions of others for entertainment and enjoyment.

Spatial proposal analysis was performed as a reference (Table 4). Thus, in order to
analyze the relationship between the new communication places where users participate in
the “dream light playground” actually produced, 3 pattern languages and (1)–(3). Further-
more, it was intended to analyze and propose correlations through user behavior analysis.
Moreover, we analyzed and proposed the possible range of space types as a participa-
tory, interactive media medium for interactive human touch relationships to strengthen
communication between the city and humans (Table 4).
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Using a pattern language, Alexander planned which architectural elements would
be required to make people happy [6]. Similarly, it was the planning intention of “a space
where everyone can share” in the context of the environmental approach regarding the
public space of the urban playground. Alexander’s interaction architecture design pattern
language is not significantly different in the social context of the researcher’s environmental
approach to urban regeneration space (Table 4).

Table 4. Media experience type classification: Select 3 pattern languages from 16 pattern languages
and compare and analyze them with the actual project site.

Selected Three Networks Out of 17 Patterns Dream Light Playground

124. Activity Pockets [4]
Activity Pockets [18]: Adapted from

Busan Student Arts and Culture Center
(2019 of Publication).

124. Activity Pockets:
A conceptual diagram

124. Activity Pockets:
As the activities grow
around the space, it

becomes more lively.

124. Activity Pockets:
Squares and

activity pockets
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252. Pools of Light [4] Pools of Light [19] 

Stairs and public spaces

• Wherever there is action in a place, the spots which are the most inviting are
those high enough to give people a vantage point, and low enough to include
them in the action.

It has become a place for people to watch
from the center of the stairs, and in
particular, people gather around
the object.
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Table 4. Cont.

Selected Three Networks Out of 17 Patterns Dream Light Playground

252. Pools of Light [4]
Pools of Light [19]: Reprinted from Busan

Architecture Festival Organizing
Committee (2019 of Publication).

252. Pools of Light:
Light pools at odds with social space

252. Pools of Light:
Pools of light
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2. Dream Light Cube
Pools of light

• The pools of light surround the chairs and tables, emphasizing the social
character of the space they form. There cannot be pools of light without the
darker places in between them.

There are two: 1. Dream Light Tree, and
2. Dream Light Cube objects in the
Dream Playground. Seeing the object
light visible above the fence placed at the
entrance, people gather through
the entrance.

4.3. Case Analysis of Media City and Spatiality of Public Play Space

There have been several ways in which participatory media has allowed people to
create, connect, and share their content or build friendships through media [20] (Table 4).
Suggesting that the user experience media interaction in the public space environment was
of vital importance. It was our intent to participate in various means of communication
through the interaction between dialogue and action through media devices. Thus, there
are two 1. Dream Light Tree, and 2. Dream Light Cube objects in the actual manufactured
Dream Playground that actually produced this proposal (Tables 3 and 4, Figures 5–7).

In the case of the produced “Dream Light Cube,” this project consists of a system that
can be viewed on a large external screen by entering a picture or message you want to show
on the kiosk screen. A total of nine different contents are projected (Figure 7: 2. Output by
using touch kiosk). It is a user-participation media interaction and consists of two types of
(1) icon type and painting and (2) event type programs (Table 5).

This large screen embodies the cultural method of young people who communicate
through novel networks and screens using media interaction technology (Tables 3 and 5,
Figures 5 and 6). (1) and (2) through the kiosk, users can take a picture or send it by
handwriting directly on the screen. The operation method is the same system as the concept
of a smartphone’s touch application (Figure 7: 1. Input by using touch kiosk). This system
concept is a media communication tool, and the kiosk induces natural user recognition.
The easily recognized UI scheme is designed so anyone can efficiently operate it. Most
media interaction technologies do not transmit information through projection mapping
and multi-display (LED) synchronization, but have adopted a method of transmitting
content in conjunction with a beam projector. (Table 5, Figures 6 and 7: 2. Output by using
touch kiosk).
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In particular, through the interactive touch screen kiosk, the user’s participation was
induced with a system that allows users to display drawings or characters as desired
by hand, or to use various icons and drawing filters to recognize human faces (Table 5,
Figures 5–7). In addition, icons directly drawn by citizens for icon emoticon design are
provided at the kiosk, and a system that induces citizen participation through regular
updates is planned (Table 5). The screen installed in the facility’s structure is designed
to provide a variety of interactive experiences so that it can provide leisure activities for
families, acquaintances, and friends through (2) event type the interactive service of the
user output that is displayed in real-time in the form of an LED signboard (Tables 3 and 4,
Figures 5–7).
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Figure 7. User engagement media-interaction plans for the “Dream Light Cube,” project [17], Adapted
from Lee, Byungyoung, Lee, Jonghyuk (2019 of Publication): 1. With media interaction technology,
users input photos or messages on the kiosk touch screen. The touch kiosk screen is a smartphone
application concept system that anyone can use. 2. The content entered by the user is linked to one
screen out of nine screens by a beam projector, and media is transmitted in a time-difference rotation
on the large screen. Reprinted from Choi, Kyubok (2019 of Publication).
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Table 5. User engagement media-interaction for the “Dream Light Cube”, project: Touch Kiosk
2; type programs: (1) icon type and painting and (2) event type. Adapted from Lee, Jonghyuk
(2019 of Publication).

User Engagement Media-Interaction for “Dream Light Cube,” This Project

Media-Interaction Icon Type
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1. Intro screen

(1) Photo shoot and
message writing icon.

(2) Message composition icon.
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2. Photo shoot

(1) Choose a photo icon.
(2) Numbers from 5 to 1

appear, and the picture
is taken automatically.
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3. Select photos

(1) Selection icon: Select the
picture taken: Switch to
the sticker selection screen.

(2) Retake icon: Retake a photo.
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4. Write

(1) Choose your writing
pen type (coloring,
writing pen, eraser).

(2) Choose the writing
thickness (stage 3).
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5. Attach the stickers

(1) Choose a sticker from
the sticker window: up
to 5 style stickers can
be activated.

(2) Select a sticker using
one finger.

(3) By using both index and
two fingers, you can edit
the movement/rotation/
enlargement/reduction.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the necessity of a public play space in the Future 4th Plan for the smart
city is assessed. In evaluating the role of information transmission viewed only by the
media in that space, we propose that it is the necessity to realize an interactive medium
of mutual relationship that facilitate communication between the public play space and
the user. Our purpose is to propose a guideline model for the use of media in public play
spaces based on social action participation. The use of devices and services in this space
and maintaining the urban environment of the continuous public play space should also
be considered. Therefore, we proposed a digilog strategy sample plan to research the
Future 4th Plan, a place-centered strategy proposal for public idle space within a smart
city that requires the consideration of contents that reflect all environmental aspects of a
public play space. The overall results show that as a strategic plan for ICTs participatory
media user interaction in a public play space should be evaluated regarding 1. how people
behave in the space, 2. how people interact with the space, and 3. how people accept the
behavior of others. Thus, it is essential to choose the optimal location for the kiosk. This is
because the space should catch the eye at a glance and anticipate the users’ natural flow
of movement. The most effective method is the proper use of a combination of signs and
sign systems. In addition, imprinting that the kiosk and the main object are “connected”
can increase the accessibility of public users. Despite the advantages and disadvantages of
individual materials, it is proposed that, in this project design study based on Alexander
Christopher’s theoretical background, the study’s strength comes from media installations,
which played a vital role in recognizing user accessibility to the surrounding environment
and allowing various users to enjoy and communicate in a cultural play space. However,
the disadvantage of the research project was that it was necessary to secure sufficient space
and kiosk installation in case many people used it simultaneously. In particular, LED
equipment was expensive; thus, the beam project equipment was used instead to express
the LED effect in a sculptural form. It is true that when analyzing users through Next
Cam and field observation from 2019 to the present, the two limitations of this proposed
project are: 1. in many cases, groups often use kiosks in public places together, such as in
families. In order to supplement this, research on ICTs’ digital convergence among users
from various fields needs to be studied; 2. through a user feedback survey regarding media
touch screen use, the guideline criteria should be established as a study of the digilog
strategy; and 3. there is a need for research to replace the multi-LED technology that can
employ a touch screen which is not affected by reflections from ambient light, and can
thus be used even during the day. It is reasonable that LED equipment is much more
expensive than beam project equipment in terms of cost; most media exhibitions are used
in indoor spaces which are not affected by the light of nearby places or objects. This study
can contribute to a need for research on outdoor media technology that can be distributed
in various public play spaces.
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